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Review Through Previous Lecture (Part 3)
• We have learned a great deal from sequencing
genomes (i.e. finding their ATCG sequences) and
analyzing them with fast computers and algorithms:
•What sort of genes are coded?
• What genes are common to all life forms? What genes
are unique?
•How were these genes acquired in the process of
evolution?
•Have our theories of evolution proved adequate?
•What about human diversity? How has it evolved?

Can We Say That We Understand Life Now?
• The genome is the blueprint of life, its recipe.
• So knowledge of genomes is understanding of life?
• Can we prevent, diagnose and treat diseases, and develop
drugs for them?
• Can we grow rice that tastes good and that withstands cold
and pests?
• The answer is No.
• Why? Because we lack the knowledge to interpret the
blueprint, or recipe, of life.
• And because genes are elaborately entwined in the way
they manifest their functions. That is, they comprise a
system.

Genome as Blueprint of Life
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Today's Lecture
• Previous lectures covered what we have learned and what seems
knowable
• Today is about what we still don't know, what needs study and
research
• Researchers laboring at the cutting edge of research
• Post-genome (post-sequencing) trends:
• Understanding systems
• Omes, omics and systems biology
• Databases and integration
• Ontologies and text mining

• The spread of genome research and research based on genome
foundations
• A paradigm shift in life science research
• The need for computational biologists: What we want from you

What Is It to Understand Life Systems?
• What do we mean by "system"?
• Does not translate well to Japanese
• A useful word
• One seems to understand the word, but does not
• Definition varies subtly from field to field, person to person

• Our definition of "system" will be a set combining varied
components that as a whole performs complex operations
(ones that could not be inferred from a catalog of its
components).
• Life is a system comprising such components as DNA
(genes), RNA, proteins and chemical compounds.

Different Levels of Understanding
• Listing and cataloging components
• Describing the forms of individual components
• Identifying where and when components are used
• Describing the operation of individual components
• Describing component relationships and networks
• Describing the operations and properties of subnetworks
• Predictability of system behavior
• Controllability of system behavior
• Ability to experiment with identical systems

Omes, Omics and Systems Biology
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying, listing and cataloging components -- Genomes, genomics
Describing the forms of individual components -- Proteomes, proteomics
Identifying where components are used -- Transcriptomes
Describing the operation of individual components -- Functional genomics
Describing component relationships and networks -- Interactomes
Describing the operations and properties of sub-networks -- Network
biology
• Predictability of system behavior -- Systems biology
• Controllability of system behavior -- Systems biology
• Ability to experiment with identical systems -- Synthetic biology

Analysis of Interactive Networks

Join up individual
interactions

‡Gary, et al. 2002

Identify functional modules

‡Barabasi, et al. 2001

Interactive networks properties

Analyze network

Describing the Common Properties of Networks

• Albert-László Barabási,
physicist
• Common properties of
networks
• Protein networks
• Metabolic networks
• Computer networks
• Social networks
• Small-world networks
• Scale-free networks
‡NHK(2002)

Examples of Network Biology
Gene
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What We Would Like to Know
• Relationship between structure and function
• Relationship between genotype and phenotype
• Move from an understanding of one-to-one
relationships to an understanding of n-to-n
relationships
• What is the relationship (system) of n elements?
• We would like to know these things at each of
level of the hierarchy of life (cells, organs,
individuals, populations).

Significance of Genomes in Life-Sciences Research
• A genome is a list of components.
• Finiteness and completeness allow us to refine and reduce
the search space.
• Genomic information and analytical techniques serve as the
foundations of many different exhaustive measurements
(e.g. DNA chips).
• Genomes permit the integrated study, in conjunction, of
universality and diversity.
• Note that the genome is different from the other omes.
• Post-post-genome (sequencing) we return again to the genome
(sequencing)

Where Genome Analysis Stands Today

Source: GOLD (Genome Online Database) v.2.0
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Disjunction of Gene Count and System Complexity

• The great surprise and mystery presented by
genome research
• Research underway to explain this
phenomenon includes:
• Production of various proteins by substituting
nucleotides in gene regions
• Mechanisms of transcriptional control
• Complex molecular interactions
• Non-protein-coding RNA (functional RNA)
• Epigenomes

Approaches to the Understanding of Systems
• Structural data collection
•Comprehensive collection of information on components and their
relationships
•Development of high-throughout, high-precision instrumentation

• Functional data collection
•Use RNA interference, or other means, to inhibit gene functions
and observe phenotypes
•Survey extant literature for lapsed knowledge

• Combine structural data and functional data
•Consolidate all information in databases
•Network databases

Towards Systems-Level Understanding
Identify functional modules
Map to
interactions

Gene disruption
experiments

Understanding
of function in
wing vein
patterning

‡Ascano et al., 2004

Use computers to
discover hidden
relationships

Evolutionary Analysis of Life Systems
• "Nothing in biology makes sense except in
the light of evolution" -- Dobzhansky (1973)
• From evolutionary analysis of genomes to
evolutionary analysis of systems
•How did complex life systems develop?
•Are there underlying laws that govern such development?
•Conversely, is it possible to discover, e.g., functional
modules corresponding to phenotypes particular to
individual species?

Genomes Are Products of Evolution: Genomic
Change is the Engine of Evolution
Gene
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Evolutionary Analysis of Genomes
• Evolutionary analysis now possible at the genome level and with numerous
species.
•This year the number of genomes sequenced passed the 1,000 mark.
Genome sequencing information will continue to grow explosively.
Information on gene-expression control networks also.

Genomic
reconstruction of
the evolutionary
process

Evolutionary Analysis of Life Systems
• Networks that operate through the complex
coordination of numerous genes and/or
proteins become useful only once all their
constituent elements are in place.
•Ex. Sequential enzymatic reactions in a
metabolic network
• What is their developmental mechanism?
•It's hard to get there by acquiring
one gene at a time!
•Construct a logical model and
move the debate forward.
• Combine this with the evolutionary process of
the genome to actually explain the
developmental mechanism.

‡ E. coli carbon
metabolic network

Exclude
unnecessary genes

Evolutionary Analysis of Genomes and Life Systems
• Genomes of 160 prokaryotic species used to infer
the genomes of extinct species
•Metabolism databases combined to regenerate
the evolutionary process of metabolic networks
at the genomic and phylogenetic levels.
• The "invention" of a new module is an example of
phylogenetic accomplishment at the same time
and in a similar environment.
•The evolution of networks is enabled by the
"cooperation" of different prokaryotes in the
same environment sharing genes among each
other.

The Need for Databases
• Vast amounts of wide-ranging data and
knowledge need to be consolidated
• High-speed computers and algorithms
• Integrated databases
• Building databases is not a chore
• An advanced intellectual activity
• Could the very act be life-science research?
• Towards database biology

How to Use Computers to Represent Complex Knowledge?
• Represent molecular-level entities
Genome sequences, genes --> ATGC sequences
Proteins --> Amino acid sequences, atomic coordinate plotting
• Represent intermolecular relationships and behavior
Molecular interactions --> Binary relationships
Gene-expression information --> Intensity of expression (numeric listing)
Context of above data acquisition --> Ontologies
• Represent functions and phenotypes
Pathways, networks --> Graphs
Phenotypes --> Images, video, text
Concepts, functions and their hierarchy --> Ontologies
Dynamic behavior --> Mathematical models, simulators

Importance of Extensive Comparisons in the
Life Sciences
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Trends in Database Construction
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Ontologies
• In philosophy, "ontology" refers to the study of existence.
• In computer science, it refers to knowledge-processing
studies.
• In the life sciences, ontologies may comprise:
•Gene and protein glossaries (including synonyms and abbreviations)
•Function term standardization (across species)
•Hierarchical relationships between different concepts and terms
•Ways of specifying the relationships between concepts
•Standardized database formats

• Ontologies are essential to functional databases, text
mining and database integration.
• Genomes make it possible to study commonality and
diversity across species.

Ontologies in Genome Studies
• • In the field of biology, research communities have
grown up around individual species and life
phenomena.
• It is common for different communities to use different
terms for the same molecules, concepts and functions
(and the reverse is likewise common).
Ex. Gene definitions vary among databases.
• As genome studies require comparison and
standardization across species and life phenomena,
since around 2000 we have been codifying the
correspondences between these terms and begun to
use a standardized vocabulary.

An Example of Variant Gene Naming
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Trend towards open access

Text Mining
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The Paradigm Shift in Research and the Importance
of Sharing and Integrating Data and Knowledge
• Progress in genome research
• Development of high-throughput, high-precision
instrumentation
• From hypothesis-driven studies to data-driven studies
• Corporatization, Bayh-Dole Act --> Data hoarding
• Explosion of data, explosion of knowledge, explosion of
databases
• Subdivision of fields, fragmentation and segmentation of
data and knowledge
• Understanding systems requires sharing and integration

Growth in DDBJ Nucleotides
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Summary
• The spread of genome studies and their
applications
• Different approaches to understanding
systems
• Importance of computers and databases
• Integration of many different fields
• Cancer, brain, nanotech, physics, complex
systems sciences, chemistry, bioethics…
• Paradigm shift in research
• Analysis more important than generating data
• New theories and methodologies needed

